WT33 – Chat transcript – April 24th 2010.
[4/24/2010 2:49:27 PM] *** Weekend Testing added kate ivanova ***
[4/24/2010 2:49:29 PM] *** Weekend Testing added Parimala Shankaraiah ***
[4/24/2010 2:49:32 PM] *** Weekend Testing added vivek joglekar ***
[4/24/2010 2:49:36 PM] *** Weekend Testing added Allmas Mullah ***
[4/24/2010 2:49:39 PM] *** Weekend Testing added mohamed adel ***
[4/24/2010 2:50:31 PM] *** Weekend Testing added satish chandra Peddini ***
[4/24/2010 2:50:34 PM] *** Weekend Testing added Mohd Selim ***
[4/24/2010 2:51:01 PM] Weekend Testing: Hello Testers, welcome to WT 33.
[4/24/2010 2:52:07 PM] Weekend Testing: Hello Kate, Vivek, Allmas, Parimala, Mohamed, Satish, Selim.
[4/24/2010 2:52:14 PM] vivek joglekar: Welcome
[4/24/2010 2:52:16 PM] vivek joglekar: all
[4/24/2010 2:52:19 PM] Weekend Testing: this is Ajay here.
[4/24/2010 2:52:22 PM] Weekend Testing: welcome.
[4/24/2010 2:52:23 PM] Allmas Mullah: hi all
[4/24/2010 2:52:27 PM] Parimala Shankaraiah: Hello Everyone
[4/24/2010 2:52:33 PM] mohamed adel: hi Ajay
[4/24/2010 2:52:43 PM] kate ivanova: Hello
[4/24/2010 2:52:44 PM] *** Weekend Testing added Dhara Sapu ***
[4/24/2010 2:52:55 PM] satish chandra Peddini: Hello every one
[4/24/2010 2:53:09 PM] Parimala Shankaraiah: Can we start off with short and sweet introductions from
each one of you :)
[4/24/2010 2:53:38 PM] *** Weekend Testing added Jon Bach ***
[4/24/2010 2:53:41 PM] kate ivanova: :)
[4/24/2010 2:54:58 PM] Parimala Shankaraiah: Hi Everyone, I am Parimala Shankaraiah from Bangalore.
I am a tester with a CRM startup. Have about 6.5 yrs exp in testing. Love to Test. Testing Rocks
[4/24/2010 2:55:19 PM] Parimala Shankaraiah: Can we have other people introduce themselves?
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[4/24/2010 2:55:29 PM] Parimala Shankaraiah: Can we have other people introduce themselves?
[4/24/2010 2:56:37 PM] Jon Bach: I have been in testing for 15 years, specializing in exploratory skills
and tactics. Currently the Manager for Corporate Intellect at a test lab in Seattle called Quardev.
[4/24/2010 2:56:54 PM] mohamed adel: My name is Mohamed Adel ,
was born and live in Egypt , Have about 5 yrs exp in traditional testing :),New in Exploratory world ,
working for new optimal technology solution a software testing Engineer,
[4/24/2010 2:56:57 PM] Parimala Shankaraiah: I have been in testing for 15 years, specializing in
exploratory skills and tactics. Currently the Manager for Corporate Intellect at a test lab in Seattle called
Quardev.
[4/24/2010 2:57:12 PM] Parimala Shankaraiah: Hi Mohamed, I am glad you joined today.
[4/24/2010 2:57:35 PM | Edited by Weekend Testing, 2:58:19 PM] mohamed adel: Me Too Pari
[4/24/2010 2:57:46 PM] *** Weekend Testing added Ashish Maheshwari ***
[4/24/2010 2:59:04 PM] Parimala Shankaraiah: Welcome Everyone Once Again. Glad to have so many
people today :)
[4/24/2010 2:59:05 PM] Allmas Mullah: Allmas Mullah from Pune, India. Working with a prod dev comp
called S1, currently with the bank teller proj. Have 6.5 yrs in testing and 2.5 in dev. Shifted to testing as
found it more my style [analytical/investigative, full time]
[4/24/2010 2:59:10 PM] kate ivanova: I'm Kate, Russia. testing for ~2 hrs, now my project is different
Android apps. really like my job and new communications between testers around the world)
[4/24/2010 2:59:33 PM] Parimala Shankaraiah: Welcome Kate
[4/24/2010 2:59:36 PM | Edited 2:59:44 PM] Weekend Testing: Thank you for the short introductions.
lets get started after Vivek's intro.
[4/24/2010 2:59:51 PM] vivek joglekar: My name is Vivek Joglekar , i have 4 + exp. in sw testing . I m big
fan of Jon bach
[4/24/2010 2:59:53 PM] Dhara: Hi friends, I am Dhara from Australia. I am a Test Analyst started
software testing from SCM application domain.
[4/24/2010 2:59:57 PM] Weekend Testing: Satish?
[4/24/2010 3:00:01 PM] Parimala Shankaraiah: Welcome Vivek and Dhara
[4/24/2010 3:00:13 PM] Dhara: Hi Parimala
[4/24/2010 3:00:28 PM] Weekend Testing: Welcome once agaian to WT 33.
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[4/24/2010 3:00:37 PM] Weekend Testing: Today's mission is as follows:
[4/24/2010 3:01:33 PM] Weekend Testing: Test www.typewith.me with reliability and stability as quality
criteria. Testers need to pair with other testers.
[4/24/2010 3:02:18 PM] Weekend Testing: Please form groups of 2 testers in each group.
[4/24/2010 3:02:39 PM] Parimala Shankaraiah: Is pairing mandatory?
[4/24/2010 3:02:53 PM | Edited 3:03:16 PM] Weekend Testing: the reason of pairing is: one of the
testers must test and the other must record the observations, bugs, notes.
[4/24/2010 3:03:05 PM] Weekend Testing: Yes, Pairing is mandatory. :)
[4/24/2010 3:03:17 PM] kate ivanova: how much time would it take?
[4/24/2010 3:04:08 PM] Weekend Testing: we have 45 mins to test.
[4/24/2010 3:04:25 PM] Weekend Testing: 15 mins after that, please list out bugs.
[4/24/2010 3:04:38 PM] vivek joglekar: I belive , let everyone do autonomous, with own login &
endevour
[4/24/2010 3:04:55 PM] Weekend Testing: only the bug summaries.
[4/24/2010 3:06:04 PM] Weekend Testing: once we are ready with our reports, we can go for the bug
triage meeting of 1 hr duration where we will discuss which bugs to fix and which not to.
[4/24/2010 3:06:25 PM] Weekend Testing: Any questions testers?
[4/24/2010 3:06:32 PM] Jon Bach: The pairing is to help test what is a collaborative application. I
suppose some could work alone if they wanted to, but they may not find a certain class of bug.
[4/24/2010 3:06:47 PM] *** Weekend Testing added vijay kalkundri ***
[4/24/2010 3:06:50 PM] Parimala Shankaraiah: The pairing is to help test what is a collaborative
application. I suppose some could work alone if they wanted to, but they may not find a certain class of
bug.
[4/24/2010 3:07:03 PM] kate ivanova: ok. let's start
[4/24/2010 3:07:08 PM] Jon Bach: Pari, Ajay, and I will be the triage team, looking at your bugs and
deciding which we will "fix"
[4/24/2010 3:07:37 PM] Weekend Testing: its 3.07pm IST. lets be ready with the report by 4.07 pm IST.
[4/24/2010 3:07:55 PM] Parimala Shankaraiah: Isn't it just 45 minutes to test?
[4/24/2010 3:07:56 PM] Parimala Shankaraiah: :D
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[4/24/2010 3:08:08 PM] Weekend Testing: Please feel free to ask questions here.
[4/24/2010 3:08:36 PM] kate ivanova: who is my pair?)
[4/24/2010 3:08:49 PM] vijay kalkundri: wats todays mission ?
[4/24/2010 3:09:07 PM] Parimala Shankaraiah: Today's mission is as follows:
Test www.typewith.me with reliability and stability as quality criteria. Testers need to pair with other
testers.
Please form groups of 2 testers in each group.
[4/24/2010 3:09:31 PM] Weekend Testing: @vijay, pasted the chat transcript privately.
[4/24/2010 3:09:47 PM] Jon Bach: The themes I want to focus on are: pairing (collaboration), stability
and reliability, and triage (follow-up testing that might be necessary).
[4/24/2010 3:09:58 PM] Parimala Shankaraiah: The themes I want to focus on are: pairing
(collaboration), stability and reliability, and triage (follow-up testing that might be necessary).
[4/24/2010 3:10:00 PM] Allmas Mullah: fyi: dhara and I are pairing for today's session
[4/24/2010 3:10:08 PM] Weekend Testing: cool @Allmas
[4/24/2010 3:10:25 PM] Weekend Testing: Kate, who's your paired tester?
[4/24/2010 3:10:42 PM] kate ivanova: maybe my russian friend will join me soon
[4/24/2010 3:10:44 PM] Weekend Testing: Ashish, Adel, Vijay, vivek?
[4/24/2010 3:11:02 PM] Weekend Testing: what about you guys, ready? any questions?
[4/24/2010 3:11:55 PM] Parimala Shankaraiah: @Jon - can we use typewith.me to log our bugs as well
like we did last week?
[4/24/2010 3:12:11 PM] Jon Bach: yep
[4/24/2010 3:12:28 PM] Weekend Testing: Please feel free to ask questions, clarify the mission. Unless
you ask, we will not know if you are stuck.'
[4/24/2010 3:12:56 PM] Parimala Shankaraiah: Please feel free to ask questions, clarify the mission.
Unless you ask, we will not know if you are stuck.'
[4/24/2010 3:13:05 PM] kate ivanova: what to test and where to report issues?
[4/24/2010 3:13:41 PM] Weekend Testing: www.typewith.me is to be tested.
[4/24/2010 3:13:54 PM] Weekend Testing: quality criteria: stability and reliability.
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[4/24/2010 3:14:13 PM] Weekend Testing: issues can be reported in the same screen/page of
www.typewith.me
[4/24/2010 3:14:31 PM] Parimala Shankaraiah: www.typewith.me is to be tested.
quality criteria: stability and reliability.
issues can be reported in the same screen/page of www.typewith.me
[4/24/2010 3:14:49 PM | Edited 3:15:07 PM] Weekend Testing: The themes I want to focus on are:
pairing (collaboration), stability and reliability, and triage (follow-up testing that might be necessary). Jon Bach.
[4/24/2010 3:15:10 PM] Jon Bach: In 45 minutes, Ajay, Pari and I will invite all of you to a special
typewith.me window where you will paste your bug list (titles only)
[4/24/2010 3:16:02 PM] kate ivanova: which browsers are supported?
[4/24/2010 3:16:44 PM] Jon Bach: No idea. That may be someting you decide to test, but that's more
about compatibility.
[4/24/2010 3:17:45 PM] Weekend Testing: Vijay, Vivek: busy testing or stuck?
[4/24/2010 3:18:04 PM] *** Parimala Shankaraiah added Jassi ***
[4/24/2010 3:18:16 PM] Parimala Shankaraiah: Hi Jassi - Welcome
[4/24/2010 3:18:19 PM] Parimala Shankaraiah: www.typewith.me is to be tested.
quality criteria: stability and reliability.
issues can be reported in the same screen/page of www.typewith.me
[4/24/2010 3:18:30 PM] Jassi: Hi Pari ,Thanks :)
[4/24/2010 3:19:20 PM | Edited by Weekend Testing, 3:19:46 PM] vijay kalkundri: yeah me and vivek
are collaborating on this
[4/24/2010 3:19:32 PM] Weekend Testing: cool. continue :)
[4/24/2010 3:20:47 PM] mohamed adel: its my first time and i don't know how to share
[4/24/2010 3:21:08 PM] Parimala Shankaraiah: @Mohamed, I would be glad to help you unstuck
[4/24/2010 3:21:19 PM] Parimala Shankaraiah: What trouble are you facing today?
[4/24/2010 3:22:11 PM] mohamed adel: nothing but i need to pair anyone ?how ?
[4/24/2010 3:22:24 PM] mohamed adel: i began testing alone
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[4/24/2010 3:22:25 PM] Weekend Testing: Kate seems to be waiting for a paired tester
[4/24/2010 3:22:50 PM | Edited 3:22:57 PM] Weekend Testing: Kate and Adel, can you do a paired
testing?
[4/24/2010 3:23:01 PM] kate ivanova: why not?
[4/24/2010 3:23:14 PM] mohamed adel: ok
[4/24/2010 3:23:20 PM] Weekend Testing: :) cool.
[4/24/2010 3:23:44 PM] Jon Bach: One of you has to start a typewith.me session and invite the other to
it.
[4/24/2010 3:30:34 PM] Allmas Mullah: is anyone besides me experiencing a disconnected session on
type*?
[4/24/2010 3:30:53 PM] Weekend Testing: is anyone besides me experiencing a disconnected session
on type*?
[4/24/2010 3:31:29 PM | Edited 3:32:33 PM] Weekend Testing: downforeveryoneorjustme.com might
help @Allmas.
[4/24/2010 3:31:44 PM] Allmas Mullah: thnx
[4/24/2010 3:33:22 PM] Weekend Testing: @Allmas, type just 'downforeveryoneorjustme.com'
[4/24/2010 3:33:30 PM] Allmas Mullah: tht was helpful :)
[4/24/2010 3:40:30 PM] Parimala Shankaraiah: @Everyone, hows testing going on?
[4/24/2010 3:40:35 PM] Parimala Shankaraiah: Stuck, Unstuck, busy?
[4/24/2010 3:41:24 PM] Allmas Mullah: :)
[4/24/2010 3:41:29 PM] Allmas Mullah: its going gr8
[4/24/2010 3:41:39 PM] Weekend Testing: cool, continue.
[4/24/2010 3:41:51 PM] Allmas Mullah: u knw whn a tester smiles right :)
[4/24/2010 3:42:16 PM] Weekend Testing: BUGGGSSSSSSSS
[4/24/2010 3:44:40 PM] Mohd Selim: thanks
[4/24/2010 3:45:59 PM] Weekend Testing: Testers, 20 mins more.
[4/24/2010 3:46:48 PM] Weekend Testing: Bug list must be ready. Summaries of bugs must be enough.
Please have them in www.typewith.me
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[4/24/2010 3:52:37 PM] Weekend Testing: last 10 mins.
[4/24/2010 3:57:49 PM] Weekend Testing: Testers please be ready with the list of bug summaries.
[4/24/2010 3:58:03 PM] Parimala Shankaraiah: Testers please be ready with the list of bug summaries.
[4/24/2010 3:58:04 PM] Weekend Testing: we will invite you soon for a bug triage meeting :)
[4/24/2010 4:04:58 PM] Weekend Testing: Testers, please stop.
[4/24/2010 4:05:05 PM] Weekend Testing: lets start the meeting.
[4/24/2010 4:06:30 PM] Allmas Mullah: http://www.typewith.me/yNmkXPso7y
[4/24/2010 4:06:38 PM] Allmas Mullah: for triage
[4/24/2010 4:07:28 PM] Parimala Shankaraiah: Thank you Allmas, How about others?
[4/24/2010 4:07:45 PM] Parimala Shankaraiah: Please stop testing guys. Lets start with the fun part ;)
[4/24/2010 4:08:02 PM] Parimala Shankaraiah: Bug Triage Meeting - first time in the history of
Weekend Testing
[4/24/2010 4:09:20 PM] Parimala Shankaraiah: ?
[4/24/2010 4:09:24 PM] Parimala Shankaraiah: Reports please!
[4/24/2010 4:11:31 PM] Parimala Shankaraiah: Please access this page for Bug Triage Meeting
[4/24/2010 4:11:36 PM] Parimala Shankaraiah: http://typewith.me/ytQ9l9WMeK
[4/24/2010 4:13:57 PM] Parimala Shankaraiah: Please access this page for Bug Triage Meeting
http://typewith.me/ytQ9l9WMeK
[4/24/2010 4:16:50 PM] Parimala Shankaraiah: @Everyone - Is everyone done with the reports?
[4/24/2010 4:17:05 PM] Jassi: nope i don't have any
[4/24/2010 4:17:17 PM] Jassi: did not prepare either
[4/24/2010 4:17:26 PM] kate ivanova: we'll report now
[4/24/2010 4:17:34 PM] Weekend Testing: ok Kate.
[4/24/2010 4:18:07 PM] Mohd Selim: i didn't get enough time to test and prepare such report
[4/24/2010 4:18:24 PM] Parimala Shankaraiah: i didn't get enough time to test and prepare such report
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[4/24/2010 4:18:31 PM | Edited 4:18:40 PM] Weekend Testing: that's ok Selim, we appreciate your
presence in the bug triage meeting.
[4/24/2010 4:19:16 PM] Jon Bach: WHat about a simple list of bugs oyu found? It doesn't have to be a
formal report. ALso, you can still observe the traige window if youd like
[4/24/2010 4:19:40 PM] Jon Bach: ANything you found and would like to comment on is ok
[4/24/2010 4:19:41 PM] Parimala Shankaraiah: Bug Triage window - http://typewith.me/ytQ9l9WMeK
[4/24/2010 4:26:08 PM | Edited 4:27:00 PM] Jassi: I had no one to pair I inivited myself & started the
application on IE & firefox & I have never tested any application specifically for stability or reliability,so I
googled a bit

Then downloaded perlclip from satisfice.com to test if the applicatioon would crash if I entered a lots of
data,unfortunately I could not test as I had to attend to my Son , so I am really sorry about this
[4/24/2010 4:26:30 PM] Parimala Shankaraiah: No probs Jassi
[4/24/2010 4:26:40 PM] Weekend Testing: its ok. please concentrate on bug triage meeting.
[4/24/2010 4:26:47 PM] Jassi: ok
[4/24/2010 4:26:48 PM] Weekend Testing: Bug Triage window - http://typewith.me/ytQ9l9WMeK
[4/24/2010 4:36:06 PM] vijay kalkundri: I have lost the connection in the triage meetingdue to the
server load
[4/24/2010 4:36:25 PM] Weekend Testing: Please try refreshing the webpage.
[4/24/2010 4:36:26 PM] vijay kalkundri: It is trying to Re-establish the connection
[4/24/2010 4:36:52 PM] Parimala Shankaraiah: @Vijay, Refresh solved my problem. I was disconnected
very often :(
[4/24/2010 4:41:11 PM] Jon Bach: I kst lost all color in the triage doc
[4/24/2010 4:41:25 PM] Dhara: me too
[4/24/2010 4:41:43 PM] kate ivanova: yeap
[4/24/2010 4:41:44 PM] Weekend Testing: who clicked the
[4/24/2010 4:41:54 PM] Weekend Testing: 'clear authorship codes'
[4/24/2010 4:42:01 PM] Weekend Testing: :|
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[4/24/2010 4:42:20 PM] Weekend Testing: isn't this a serious reliability issue?
[4/24/2010 4:42:24 PM] kate ivanova: ))))))
[4/24/2010 4:42:24 PM] Weekend Testing: :)
[4/24/2010 4:42:28 PM] Parimala Shankaraiah: Guess someone tested right away?
[4/24/2010 4:42:34 PM] Jon Bach: it is, Kate!
[4/24/2010 4:42:38 PM] kate ivanova: ))) no
[4/24/2010 4:42:45 PM] Dhara: i can see color for the currently typing one, not previous colors
[4/24/2010 4:42:49 PM] Jassi: I had but long back not now?
[4/24/2010 4:43:01 PM] Weekend Testing: we can check thru the time slider?
[4/24/2010 4:43:09 PM] kate ivanova: it's an issue also)
[4/24/2010 4:43:30 PM] Jon Bach: Jassi -- you clicked it for the triage doc?
[4/24/2010 4:43:36 PM] Jassi: no, mine
[4/24/2010 4:43:41 PM] Jon Bach: ok
[4/24/2010 4:43:46 PM] Jon Bach: shouldn't matter then
[4/24/2010 4:43:52 PM] kate ivanova: no matter who..it seems to be not ok
[4/24/2010 4:43:56 PM] Jassi: ok
[4/24/2010 4:43:59 PM] Weekend Testing: copy pasting the already typed text would get back the
color!!!
[4/24/2010 4:44:01 PM] Parimala Shankaraiah: no matter who..it seems to be not ok
[4/24/2010 4:44:05 PM] Jon Bach: That is a huge relaibility issue
[4/24/2010 4:44:29 PM] Jon Bach: We just lost our distinctions -- fine here in the test lab, but in the
field, this would not be good == we need to look into locking that down
[4/24/2010 4:44:37 PM] Weekend Testing: ok, its cut paste.
[4/24/2010 4:44:42 PM] Parimala Shankaraiah: typing newer text aslo displays newer colors
[4/24/2010 4:45:30 PM] Weekend Testing: Testers, please cut[Ctrl + X] the text you typed and paste
[CTRL + V] back at the same location in the document.
[4/24/2010 4:45:45 PM] Jassi: ok
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[4/24/2010 4:45:50 PM] Weekend Testing: it should solve temporarily.
[4/24/2010 4:46:07 PM] kate ivanova: i'm always disconnected)
[4/24/2010 4:46:19 PM] Weekend Testing: Jassi :) only your text.
[4/24/2010 4:46:23 PM] Jon Bach: someone just cut the hole doc
[4/24/2010 4:46:27 PM] Weekend Testing: not the entire text.
[4/24/2010 4:46:43 PM] vivek joglekar: someone cut doc
[4/24/2010 4:46:52 PM] vivek joglekar: and zoom whole dco
[4/24/2010 4:46:58 PM] Jon Bach: it's back
[4/24/2010 4:47:00 PM] Parimala Shankaraiah: Oops
[4/24/2010 4:47:06 PM] Weekend Testing: I did a undo quite a few times
[4/24/2010 4:47:18 PM] Weekend Testing: to get back the text with color.
[4/24/2010 4:47:25 PM] Jassi: hey wat happened
[4/24/2010 4:47:35 PM] Jassi: :)
[4/24/2010 4:47:37 PM] Dhara: when i am trying to type, i was suddenly moved to jassis (yellow)
comment, soon after i could see a cut version of the doc
[4/24/2010 4:47:57 PM] vivek joglekar: realabity & stabilty issue : we can not track which person doing
any chnages
[4/24/2010 4:47:58 PM] Parimala Shankaraiah: I guess this is Live CrowdTesting
[4/24/2010 4:47:59 PM] Jon Bach: THis is all good testing, everyone. THis is true "dogfooding"
[4/24/2010 4:48:09 PM] Parimala Shankaraiah: THis is all good testing, everyone. THis is true
"dogfooding"
[4/24/2010 4:48:10 PM] Jassi: hey i had followed the orders correctly, i m listening :)
[4/24/2010 4:48:30 PM] Parimala Shankaraiah: I remember Jon talking about dogfooding the
typewith.me session and here it is!
[4/24/2010 4:48:37 PM] Parimala Shankaraiah: Perfect dogfooding
[4/24/2010 4:48:42 PM] Jon Bach: Undo is also a stabilty issue
[4/24/2010 4:49:15 PM] Jon Bach: But we were able to use the time slider toget the doc back
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[4/24/2010 4:49:22 PM] vijay kalkundri: There should be a moderator kind of previleges, who can
restrict others
[4/24/2010 4:49:22 PM] Jon Bach: right Pari?
[4/24/2010 4:49:33 PM] vivek joglekar: realabity & stabilty issue : we can not track which person doing
any chnagesif anbody making chanes in look & feel, why it display to all
[4/24/2010 4:49:34 PM] Weekend Testing: so, we get back to the meeting :)
[4/24/2010 4:49:36 PM] Jon Bach: Good idea, vijay
[4/24/2010 4:49:54 PM] Parimala Shankaraiah: Yes Jon
[4/24/2010 4:50:18 PM] Weekend Testing: it is supposed to be used by a team helping each other? :)
[4/24/2010 4:50:25 PM] Parimala Shankaraiah: There should be a moderator kind of previleges, who
can restrict others
[4/24/2010 4:51:18 PM] kate ivanova: it's unsecure app, no any doubts and facts enumerated above
confirms it
[4/24/2010 4:51:26 PM] kate ivanova: *confirm
[4/24/2010 4:51:31 PM] Jon Bach: Ok, I have drawn line delimiters for each bug to make it easy to read
our comments
[4/24/2010 4:51:33 PM] Jon Bach: =============================
[4/24/2010 4:51:37 PM] Jon Bach: like that
[4/24/2010 4:52:08 PM] Weekend Testing: Disconnected.

Lost connection with the TypeWith.me synchronization server. This may be due to a loss of network
connectivity.

If this continues to happen, please let us know (opens in new window).
[4/24/2010 4:52:12 PM] Jon Bach: Me, AJay, or Pari should have the last word on each'
[4/24/2010 4:52:21 PM] vijay kalkundri: as we have Read-Write-Modify settings. Except the
moderator/admin, all have the priveledge of reading and writing there own stuff.. But the moderator
has all the permissions
[4/24/2010 4:52:39 PM] Weekend Testing: Jon, they are giving the option of 'letting them know'
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[4/24/2010 4:53:18 PM] Weekend Testing: I'm trying that to see if there is any log present or any
reference id which would be displayed to the user who wishes to report.
[4/24/2010 4:53:39 PM] Weekend Testing: and this is what is displayed: Oops! A server error occured.
It's been logged.

Please email <support@lockergnome.com> if this persists.
[4/24/2010 4:55:57 PM] Jassi: where is everyone ? here or at Typeme Triage, no pencils moving?
[4/24/2010 4:56:15 PM] Jon Bach: im here
[4/24/2010 4:56:19 PM] vivek joglekar: We r here
[4/24/2010 4:56:24 PM] vivek joglekar: only
[4/24/2010 4:56:25 PM] Jassi: ok :)
[4/24/2010 4:58:47 PM] mohamed adel: ok
[4/24/2010 4:59:05 PM] Weekend Testing: the meeting continues and we would wrap it up soon.
[4/24/2010 5:00:05 PM] vivek joglekar: I request Jon summarize session, give us valuable
[4/24/2010 5:00:15 PM] vivek joglekar: feedback
[4/24/2010 5:00:33 PM] Jassi: I have one question though was reading i saw this
[4/24/2010 5:00:51 PM | Edited 5:01:07 PM] Jassi: I just chose pink which is Jassi's color
[4/24/2010 5:01:09 PM] Jassi: but my color was yellow and not pink ?
[4/24/2010 5:01:25 PM] Jassi: so is this a prob?
[4/24/2010 5:01:29 PM] Jassi: not sure
[4/24/2010 5:01:35 PM] Allmas Mullah: :) really? I cud see ur color as pink
[4/24/2010 5:01:46 PM] Jassi: but well it is yellow here?
[4/24/2010 5:01:47 PM] Allmas Mullah: but now its showing yellow
[4/24/2010 5:01:57 PM] Jon Bach: lost the color again
[4/24/2010 5:02:05 PM] mohamed adel: no colors
[4/24/2010 5:02:39 PM] Jassi: yes me too no colors
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[4/24/2010 5:03:10 PM] Dhara: me too can't see the colors
[4/24/2010 5:03:19 PM] Jon Bach: Who took the colors away?
[4/24/2010 5:03:35 PM] Jassi: no idea
[4/24/2010 5:03:49 PM] Jon Bach: Good thing we're all just testing, else I'd be a little annoyed... :)
[4/24/2010 5:04:21 PM] Jon Bach: I think we're winding down here, so let me SUMMARIZE...
[4/24/2010 5:04:28 PM] Parimala Shankaraiah: @Jon - Annoy is a key emotion Jon. It says its a critical
issue
[4/24/2010 5:04:41 PM] Jon Bach: I wanted to try two things this week...
[4/24/2010 5:04:49 PM] Jon Bach: Pairing
[4/24/2010 5:04:53 PM] Jon Bach: Triage
[4/24/2010 5:05:02 PM] kate ivanova: it sounds good)
[4/24/2010 5:05:14 PM] Jon Bach: I found typewith.me to be a useful app when collaborating across the
world
[4/24/2010 5:05:24 PM] Jon Bach: but I wanted to test it as well
[4/24/2010 5:05:32 PM] Jon Bach: I also was hoping we could "Dogfood" it
[4/24/2010 5:05:36 PM] Jon Bach: and we did
[4/24/2010 5:05:42 PM] Jon Bach: I was very pleased at that
[4/24/2010 5:06:04 PM] Jon Bach: The problem we found when actuallky using this app to collabroate
as a whole project team were great!
[4/24/2010 5:06:22 PM] Jon Bach: And I wanted to role play stakeholders giving you guys feedback on
your bugs
[4/24/2010 5:06:35 PM] Jon Bach: ALl of this was exploratory, of course
[4/24/2010 5:06:45 PM] Jon Bach: No test cases, no procedures
[4/24/2010 5:07:11 PM | Edited by Weekend Testing, 5:07:29 PM] Jon Bach: Ajay, Pari, and I started
with a plan (structure) but we let it change as energy changed
[4/24/2010 5:07:13 PM] vivek joglekar: thax nice feedback
[4/24/2010 5:07:24 PM] Jon Bach: energy
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[4/24/2010 5:08:02 PM] Weekend Testing: it was real fun and actual Dogfooding :)
[4/24/2010 5:08:05 PM] Jon Bach: The bugs found were right on theme with reliability and stability, but
they were less important than the EXPERIENCE
[4/24/2010 5:08:12 PM] Jassi: one silly question can more than 2 people use this application also at the
same time
[4/24/2010 5:08:21 PM] Allmas Mullah: it was fun, yes!! loved pair testing
[4/24/2010 5:08:40 PM] Jassi: ah yes we can
[4/24/2010 5:08:42 PM] Parimala Shankaraiah: @Jassi - yeah. that is what we did while you were
attending to your son :)
[4/24/2010 5:08:45 PM] Jassi: we were on triage
[4/24/2010 5:08:46 PM] Jassi: oops
[4/24/2010 5:09:03 PM] mohamed adel: The bugs found were right on theme with reliability and
stability, but they were less important than the EXPERIENCE
[4/24/2010 5:09:29 PM] Jassi: I agree @Allmas@Weekend
[4/24/2010 5:09:36 PM] vivek joglekar: had fun to join session
[4/24/2010 5:09:42 PM] Jon Bach: Last week, this group (WT32) helped me define a paper I want to
write for PNSQC
[4/24/2010 5:09:45 PM] Jassi: Me too
[4/24/2010 5:09:51 PM] Parimala Shankaraiah: Last week, this group (WT32) helped me define a paper I
want to write for PNSQC
[4/24/2010 5:09:59 PM] Jon Bach: (about complexity)
[4/24/2010 5:10:33 PM] Jon Bach: Not sure what I learned this week because everything I hoped would
happen, actually happened!
[4/24/2010 5:10:57 PM] Jassi: Not sure what I learned this week because everything I hoped would
happen, actually happened!
[4/24/2010 5:11:01 PM] Weekend Testing: Congrats WT testers !!! (clap)
[4/24/2010 5:11:07 PM] Jassi: :)
[4/24/2010 5:11:07 PM] Allmas Mullah: @Jon That was deep :)
[4/24/2010 5:11:15 PM] Jassi: Thanks @Jon
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[4/24/2010 5:11:22 PM] vivek joglekar: (y)]:)
[4/24/2010 5:11:25 PM] Jon Bach: But I still treasure the experience, like collecting stamps or coins, this
was another experience I can talk about at a conference to say, "No, I REALLY went through this
exprience with colleagues, so I know of what I speak!"
[4/24/2010 5:11:42 PM] Parimala Shankaraiah: Thanks Jon. We really enjoyed both the sessions with
you
[4/24/2010 5:11:54 PM] Allmas Mullah: @Jon Please be part of WT as often as u can
[4/24/2010 5:12:17 PM] kate ivanova: thank you guys, it a pity that i'm the only tester from my large
country)
[4/24/2010 5:12:30 PM] Jassi: Thanks @Jon, it was a valuable experience Thanks WT,Pari
[4/24/2010 5:12:35 PM] vivek joglekar: thanks all of u
[4/24/2010 5:12:46 PM] Parimala Shankaraiah: @Kate - you should be proud you were the only tester
from your country. It's time to spread the message :)
[4/24/2010 5:12:58 PM | Edited 5:13:11 PM] Jassi: ah yes Thanks all of u :)
[4/24/2010 5:13:09 PM] mohamed adel: i have a comment and i need to say it , firstly thx for everybody
help me in my first session , secondly i think that we need next one to be more managabel than this and
finally thx again
[4/24/2010 5:13:10 PM | Edited 5:13:23 PM] Weekend Testing: Thanks Jon . It was great to have you in
WT. :) On behalf of WT testers and WT team, I thank you. oops. We thank you.
[4/24/2010 5:13:13 PM] Parimala Shankaraiah: Thank you everyone. Have a Great Weekend
[4/24/2010 5:13:27 PM] Dhara: it was very interesting excercise today, and a good experience, thanks
very much to Jon,my pair tester Allmas and all at WT
[4/24/2010 5:13:28 PM] Jon Bach: As the only one awake in the US right now, I thank everyone for
particpating and allowing me to host
[4/24/2010 5:13:35 PM] vivek joglekar: catch on next weekdn with new chalange !!! 8-)
[4/24/2010 5:13:39 PM] Jon Bach: Will this data be saved, Pari?
[4/24/2010 5:13:40 PM] Parimala Shankaraiah: As the only one awake in the US right now, I thank
everyone for particpating and allowing me to host
[4/24/2010 5:13:46 PM] Weekend Testing: yes @Jon.
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[4/24/2010 5:13:50 PM] mohamed adel: @Kate - you should be proud you were the only tester from
your country. It's time to spread the message :)
[4/24/2010 5:13:53 PM] mohamed adel: me too pari
[4/24/2010 5:13:53 PM] Parimala Shankaraiah: You mean the typewith.me content?
[4/24/2010 5:13:56 PM] mohamed adel: egypt
[4/24/2010 5:14:06 PM] Jassi: oops, time for power cut here :(
[4/24/2010 5:14:37 PM] kate ivanova: ok, see u next week
[4/24/2010 5:14:40 PM] kate ivanova: всем пока)
[4/24/2010 5:14:47 PM] Jassi: @kate may I know where r u from, as i joined late i have no idea?
[4/24/2010 5:14:47 PM] Parimala Shankaraiah: you to Mohamed :)
[4/24/2010 5:15:24 PM] Weekend Testing: c u all in EWT session in 4 hrs from now. Ping 'europetesters'
on Skype.
[4/24/2010 5:15:38 PM] Jassi: c u bye
[4/24/2010 5:15:47 PM] Allmas Mullah: bye all!
[4/24/2010 5:15:58 PM] mohamed adel: bye
[4/24/2010 5:16:18 PM] kate ivanova: bb
[4/24/2010 5:16:29 PM] Parimala Shankaraiah: bbye
[4/24/2010 5:16:32 PM] vivek joglekar: BYE all, Happy weekend !!! (wave)
[4/24/2010 5:17:00 PM] Jon Bach: c ya all!
[4/24/2010 5:17:49 PM] vivek joglekar: Thanks again Jon
[4/24/2010 5:18:10 PM] Jon Bach: ur welcome vivek!
[4/24/2010 5:18:17 PM] Jon Bach: time to sleep now... zzzzzzz
[4/24/2010 5:18:18 PM] Weekend Testing: over and out.
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